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Abstract
Objective: To determine if rehabilitation uptake and adherence can be increased by providing coordinated transportation (increased convenience)
and eliminating out-of-pocket costs (reduced expense).
Design: Three-arm randomized controlled trial.
Setting: Stroke units of 2 Singapore tertiary hospitals.
Participants: Singaporeans or permanent residents 21 years or older who were diagnosed as having stroke and were discharged home with physician’s recommendation to continue outpatient rehabilitation (N=266).
Interventions: A Transportation Incentives arm (T), which provides free transportation services, a Transportation & Sessions Incentives arm
(T&S), offering free transportation and prescribed stroke rehabilitation sessions, and a control arm, Education (E), consisting of a stroke rehabilitation educational program.
Main Outcome Measures: The primary study outcome was uptake of outpatient rehabilitation services (ORS) among patients poststroke and key
predefined secondary outcomes being number of sessions attended and adherence to prescribed sessions.
Results: Uptake rate of ORS was 73.0% for E (confidence interval [CI], 63.8%-82.3%), 81.8% for T (CI, 73.8%-89.8%), and 84.3% for T&S (CI,
76.7%-91.8%). Differences of T and T&S vs E were not statistically significant (P=.22 and P=.10, respectively). However, average number of
rehabilitation sessions attended were significantly higher in both intervention arms: 5.50§7.65 for T and 7.51§9.52 for T&S vs 3.26§4.22 for
control arm (E) (T vs E: P=.017; T&S vs E: P<.001). Kaplan-Meier analysis indicated that persistence was higher for T&S compared with E
(P=.029).
Conclusions: This study has demonstrated a possibility in increasing the uptake of and persistence to stroke ORS with free transportation and sessions. Incentivizing survivors of stroke to take up ORS is a new strategy worthy of further exploration for future policy change in financing ORS
or other long-term care services.
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Stroke is a leading cause of severe, acquired adult physical neurologic disability,1 and the burden of stroke is posing challenges to
the health care system and society.2 With a rapidly aging population, the burden of stroke is anticipated to grow in the years to
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come. Survivors of stroke with functional disabilities require longterm medical and social care, imposing financial and psychological burdens on the patients and their family members. Previous
international and regional research studies have found that intensive specialized stroke rehabilitation can improve poststroke functional outcomes for a substantial proportion of patients with
stroke,3,4 the benefit increases with more prolonged therapy, and
use of stroke rehabilitation services is a good economic value.5,6
However, despite the health and net economic value of poststroke rehabilitation, the rate of uptake and persistence with outpatient rehabilitation services (ORS) after acute hospital discharge in
Singapore is low.7 Primary reasons for low uptake reported were
perceived cost of ORS and the inconveniences of transportation
relative to the perceived value of services.8,9
To evaluate whether addressing cost and convenience of ORS
could increase uptake and persistence with stroke ORS, we performed a randomized trial comprising 2 interventions compared
with usual financial and travel arrangements. Focus was placed on
ORS because high bed occupancy precludes prolonged inpatient
rehabilitation in a subsidized inpatient setting and the cost of service and transportation for ORS has not been systematically supported in the payment system to date. Thus, this study provides
evidence for future policy change in financing ORS and other
long-term care services in Singapore or other countries experiencing low rates of poststroke rehabilitation.

Methods
Experimental design
To determine if rehabilitation uptake can be increased by providing coordinated transportation (increased convenience) and eliminating out-of-pocket costs (reduced expense), a 3-arm randomized
controlled trial was conducted. The control arm, denoted Education (E), consisted of a pamphlet with information on poststroke
rehabilitation that the Research Coordinator reviewed with participants before their discharge. E provides a basic level of knowledge
about stroke rehabilitation expected under usual care. Participants
in the first intervention arm, denoted Transportation Incentives
(T), were provided with free transportation services for the first 3
months post discharge and in the second intervention arm,
denoted, Transportation & Sessions Incentives (T&S), were provided with up to 3 months of both free transportation and no outof-pocket costs for their stroke ORS post discharge. In addition,
both intervention arms received the education noted above.
The random allocation sequence was generated by a biostatistician using R softwarea with a permuted block size of 6, used separately within the 2 study sites. All randomization allocations were
individually concealed in sealed envelopes tagged with study identifier numbers of running order and stored in a box by the study
team. The study team was blinded to the allocations and only
revealed it to research coordinators after being informed of a

List of abbreviations:
CI
E
ORS
T
T&S

confidence interval
Education arm
outpatient rehabilitation services
Transportation Incentives arm
Transportation & Sessions Incentives arm

successful recruitment. Research coordinators then notified participants of their randomized arm.
Participants were interviewed by research coordinators at the
time of recruitment, and their use of ORS over 3 months post discharge were monitored through direct contact with ORS providers
serving the Central and Eastern regions.

Recruitment and participants
Recruitment was conducted between May 2017 and May 2019 at
the stroke and acute rehabilitation units of 2 tertiary hospitals in
Singapore. Recruitment was ended because no further extension
of the trial had been granted to the study team. Participants were
screened based on the following inclusion criteria: (1) diagnosed
as having stroke as defined by the World Health Organization’s
criteria; (2) discharged to home; (3) recommended by physicians
to continue outpatient rehabilitation after discharge; and (4) being
a Singapore citizen or permanent resident. Patients with stroke
were excluded if they had severe dysphasia and were without caregiver/proxy, were cognitively impaired (Abbreviated Mental Test
score <6) and were without caregiver/proxy, or were 20 years or
younger. Research coordinators located at each recruitment site
assessed participants’ eligibility before approaching them for
recruitment and written informed consent to participate.
This study was approved by SingHealth Centralised Institutional Review Board, reference number 2017/2056. The study is
also registered with the United States Clinical Trials Registry,
identifier NCT03165630.

Measures
Baseline measures were sociodemographic characteristics,
stroke type, functional status (Modified Barthel Index), and
access to other social/physical support (eg, marital status, living
arrangement, reporting a caregiver). The primary study outcome was uptake of ORS among patients post stroke, with
uptake defined as a patient attending at least 1 rehabilitation
session after discharge. The key predefined secondary outcomes
were number of sessions attended and adherence to prescribed
sessions. Because most rehabilitation practices do not establish
a prescribed number of sessions at the outset of therapy, we
used time to discontinuation (persistence) as a surrogate for
adherence; given randomization, if there had been a prescribed
number of sessions, that number would be similarly distributed
among participants of all 3 arms.

Statistical methods
If we assume the initial uptake rate for control arm is 33%7 and the
detectable difference for the intervention arm is 10%, the planned
sample size was 300 participants (100 per arm) to achieve 80%
power and to accommodate 10% attrition. However, recruitment
had to be discontinued at 1 site for administrative reasons. Based
on blinded intermediate results, the study statistician estimated
that with at least 177 participants (59 per arm) the study would
achieve 80% power. The study eventually achieved a final recruitment of 266 participants.
It was hypothesized that the uptake rate over 3 months, number
of sessions attended, and time to discontinuation would be greater
for participants in both the intervention arms (T and T&S) compared with participants in the control arm (E). The chi-square test
of homogeneity of proportions and Welch’s t test were used to
www.archives-pmr.org
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compare the uptake rates and number of sessions between the
intervention arms and the control. The time to discontinuation was
calculated as the time from hospital discharge to the participant’s
last attendance to ORS. Survival analyses were performed at
90 days of the follow-up period. The Kaplan-Meier method was
used to estimate and plot the survival distributions of time to discontinuation among participants in control and intervention arms.
Differences in survival were assessed using the log-rank test. In
addition, a Cox proportional hazards model was developed, adjusting for baseline age, sex, ethnicity, and Modified Barthel Index.
The hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated. A P value of <.05 was considered significant. All analyses
were performed using R 3.6.1.a

Results
Over a 2-year recruitment period, 742 inpatients with stroke were
screened for eligibility, of whom 266 (36%) were eligible, consented, and recruited. A total of 251 inpatients (34%) with stroke
did not meet inclusion criteria; notably of these, 57 (23%) were
not considered candidates for ORS by the care team. Of the
266 participants randomized and analyzed for primary as well as
secondary outcomes, 89, 88, and 89 were allocated to arms E, T,
and T&S, respectively. Figure 1 is a flowchart of the recruitment
process.

Fig 1
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Sociodemographics
Most participants were male, ethnically Chinese, had above primary education, were not working at the time of the stroke, were
not living alone, and had a caregiver. Most participants had a primary admission diagnosis of ischemic stroke and had self-reported
general health status rated between fair and good (table 1).

Outcomes: uptake, number of sessions, and
adherence (persistence)
The uptake rate of ORS was 73.0% for E (CI, 63.8%-82.3%),
81.8% for T (CI, 73.8%-89.8%), and 84.3% for T&S (CI, 76.7%91.8%). The differences of T and T&S vs the control arm (E) were
not statistically significant (P=.22 and P=.10, respectively). However, although the average number of sessions attended in the control arm (E) was 3.26§4.22, the average number of rehabilitation
sessions attended were significantly higher in both intervention
arms: 5.50§7.65 for T and 7.51§9.52 for T&S (T vs E: P=.017;
T&S vs E: P<.001). The most common reason for nonuptake of at
least 1 session of ORS was refusal to engage in rehabilitation
(table 2).
Based on Kaplan-Meier analysis, persistence was not significant for T compared with E (P=.34) (fig 2); however, persistence
was higher for T&S than E (P=.029) (fig 3). The rates of prolonged participation was relatively low even for T&S (56%, 49/89

Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials diagram of the study.
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Table 1

Participants’ characteristics at baseline
Education
(n=89)

Transportation
(n=88)

Transportation & Sessions
(n=89)

Male
Female

54 (60.7)
35 (39.3)

55 (62.5)
33 (37.5)

61 (68.5)
28 (31.5)

Chinese
Malay
Indian
Eurasian
Others

47 (52.8)
34 (38.2)
5 (5.6)
0 (0)
3 (3.4)

61 (69.3)
23 (26.1)
4 (4.5)
0 (0)
0 (0)

59 (66.3)
23 (25.8)
3 (3.4)
2 (2.2)
2 (2.2)

Above primary
Below primary

56 (62.9)
33 (37.1)

53 (60.2)
35 (39.8)

55 (61.8)
34 (38.2)

No occupation
Professional
Administrative and managerial
Clerical worker
Sales and service
Production and related
Cleaner and laborer
Homemaker
Others

29 (32.6)
5 (5.6)
1 (1.1)
1 (1.1)
8 (9)
3 (3.4)
8 (9)
16 (18)
18 (20.2)

33 (37.5)
5 (5.7)
2 (2.3)
2 (2.3)
10 (11.4)
1 (1.1)
5 (5.7)
13 (14.8)
17 (19.3)

37 (41.6)
6 (6.7)
4 (4.5)
0 (0)
19 (21.3)
0 (0)
1 (1.1)
9 (10.1)
13 (14.6)

Married
Widowed
Separated
Divorced
Never married
Widowed
Separated

52 (58.4)
22 (24.7)
2 (2.2)
3 (3.4)
10 (11.2)
22 (24.7)
2 (2.2)

55 (62.5)
16 (18.2)
2 (2.3)
6 (6.8)
9 (10.2)
16 (18.2)
2 (2.3)

64 (71.9)
11 (12.4)
1 (1.1)
5 (5.6)
8 (9)
11 (12.4)
1 (1.1)

66.4§13.5

64.9§11.7

63§11.8

Yes
No

75 (84.3)
14 (15.7)

77 (87.5)
11 (12.5)

77 (86.5)
12 (13.5)

Public housing 1-2 rooms
Public housing 3 rooms
Public housing 4 rooms
Public housing 5 rooms
Private housing (condominium, landed property, others)

7 (7.9)
15 (16.9)
36 (40.4)
22 (24.7)
9 (10.1)

7 (8)
16 (18.2)
31 (35.2)
21 (23.9)
13 (14.8)

6 (6.7)
25 (28.1)
32 (36)
13 (14.6)
13 (14.6)

4 (4.5)
85 (95.5)

5 (5.7)
83 (94.3)

4 (4.5)
85 (95.5)

20 (22.5)
69 (77.5)

28 (31.8)
60 (68.2)

17 (19.1)
72 (80.9)

77 (86.5)
3 (3.4)
0 (0)
9 (10.1)

81 (92)
1 (1.1)
0 (0)
6 (6.8)

85 (95.5)
1 (1.1)
0 (0)
3 (3.4)

Characteristics
Demographics
Sex, n (%)

Ethnicity, n (%)

Education, n (%)

Occupation

Marital status, n (%)

Age (y), mean § SD
Caregiver, n (%)

Living arrangement
Housing type, n (%)

Live alone, n (%)
Yes
No
Live-in domestic worker, n (%)
Yes
No
Health status
Primary diagnosis on admission, n (%)
Ischemic stroke
Intracerebral hemorrhage
Subarachnoid/subdural hemorrhage
Others

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (Continued)
Characteristics

Education
(n=89)

Transportation
(n=88)

Transportation & Sessions
(n=89)

General health status, n (%)
Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Don’t know/refused
Missing

6 (6.7)
11 (12.4)
28 (31.5)
35 (39.3)
7 (7.9)
1 (1.1)
1 (1.1)

6 (6.8)
7 (8)
36 (40.9)
36 (40.9)
2 (2.3)
1 (1.1)
0 (0)

5 (5.6)
3 (3.4)
33 (37.1)
37 (41.6)
11 (12.4)
0 (0)
0 (0)

Table 2

Number of rehabilitation sessions attended and reasons for nonuptake

No. of allocated participants
Uptake
Participants who attended at least 1 rehabilitation session, n (%)
Total no. of sessions attended altogether during study period, n (%)
No. of sessions attended per participant, average § SD
No. of sessions attended per participant with uptake, average § SD
Nonuptake
No. of participants who did not attend any rehabilitation session
Reasons for nonuptake
Deceased
Refused
No referral
Attending other private rehabilitation therapy
Attending other stroke-related program
Admitted into nursing home
Recurrent hospitalizations

Fig 2 Kaplan-Meier survival curve for arm 1 (Education) vs arm 2
(Transportation).

www.archives-pmr.org

Education

Transportation

Transportation & Sessions

Total

89

88

89

266

65 (73.0)
290 (20.1)
3.26§4.22
4.46§4.36

72 (81.8)
484 (33.6)
5.50§7.65
6.72§7.96

75 (84.3)
668 (46.3)
7.51§9.52
8.91§9.76

212 (79.7)
1442 (100)
5.42§7.63
6.80§7.98

24

16

14

54

2
12
5
1
1
1
2

0
10
4
0
0
0
2

0
4
6
0
1
1
2

2
23
15
1
2
2
6

Fig 3 Kaplan-Meier survival curves for arm 1 (Education) vs arm 3
(Transportation & Session).
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at 60 days; 12% at 90 days). Cox modeling results, adjusting for
age, sex, ethnicity, and baseline Modified Barthel Index, were consistent with this finding.

Discussion
We found that overall, among individuals deemed appropriate for
ORS, uptake of at least 1 rehabilitation session was relatively high
(79.7%, 212/266); however, similar to previous reports, continued
participation declined rapidly.7 Both intervention arms were associated with a marginal increase in initial uptake (81.8% and 84.3%
for T and T&S, respectively), but this difference was not statistically significant. However, both interventions resulted in significantly more total ORS sessions, and T&S was associated with
greater persistence over the 90-day follow-up. This study has demonstrated a possibility to increase the uptake of and persistence to
ORS through the use of incentives, which appears most evident
with the combination of carefully coordinated transportation
(increased convenience) and elimination of out-of-pocket costs
(reduced expenses).
Financial incentives have been shown to be effective in modifying people’s health-related behaviors,10-12 and applying strategies
that address ORS affordability may improve the uptake of and
adherence to outpatient stroke rehabilitation by lowering these barriers. Behavioral economic theory and empirical studies also suggest
that low rate of uptake and adherence, at least in part, is attributable
to patients’ perceptions or uncertainty about the health benefits of
rehabilitation, perhaps reinforced by cultural biases.13-16 With an
actual experience of ORS, patients and their caregivers have the
opportunity to update their assessment of value and consequently
choose to be more persistent with an entire course of therapy.
In this study the interventions affected persistence more so than
initial uptake rate. Most study participants who had attended their
first ORS session may reflect a volunteer effect. Persistence, on
the other hand, requires an ongoing decision based on the sense of
the therapist and patient about whether the benefits of additional
sessions outweigh cost and inconvenience. This may explain the
effect of interventions as both intervention arms directly affect the
ongoing assessment of value. This effect may be reinforced by the
fact that duration of therapy in the Singapore context is often not
established in advance, that out-of-pocket costs loom large in care
decision making,17 and older individuals may have low expectations for independence at old age.9
As a general matter, although most participants in all arms
attended at least 1 ORS session and nearly half of nonuptake of any
sessions was attributable to patient refusal (42.6%, 23/54), nearly a
third of individuals with nonuptake (27.8%, 15/54) had not received
formal referral for ORS despite being deemed appropriate candidates by the clinical team during acute hospitalization. This appears
to be unrelated to the assigned study arm, and although we do not
have data on why referrals were not made, this raises the possibility
that some individuals “fall through the cracks.”
In light of the positive but overall modest effects of the interventions on number of ORS sessions, we performed an exploratory
analysis to identify potential factors that could guide a more targeted approach to allocation of resources (supplemental material,
available online only at http://www.archives-pmr.org/). Across a
range of potential independent variables considered in negative
binomial models with interaction effects, 3 features were associated
with a greater increase in ORS uptake among intervention groups:
(1) presence of a caregiver, particularly if that caregiver was not a
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spouse or child (ie, was another family member or friend); (2) being
unable to walk or care for their own needs unaided; and (3) having
low psychological resilience measured by the Connor-Davidson
Resilience Scale.18 The potential importance of these factors in
guiding policy to optimize resource allocation will be further evaluated in a formal cost-effectiveness analysis.

Study limitations
Strengths of the study include the relatively simple design, requiring only an initial contact with participants to obtain consent and
baseline data. Assessment of uptake and persistence was obtained
from the ORS providers; thus, all participants had these outcomes
assessed. An additional strength is that not only were out-ofpocket costs borne by the study for participants in the intervention
arms, participants had no or minimal awareness of the administrative interactions between the study team and ORS providers, more
closely representing a system in which these services are part of a
universal, integrated care.
Study limitations include generalizability to a population subjected to different cultural norms and payment arrangements.
However, the study design could be reproduced in other settings
to assess whether similar incentives could be effective and relevant to local policy to encourage optimal use of ORS. Also, in this
pragmatic trial, we were unable to measure long-term functional
outcome. Although this would have been desirable, the basis of
the study was that the effectiveness of poststroke physical therapy
has been reasonably well established. Thus, this did not limit our
ability to meet the primary study objective.

Conclusions
Despite the demonstrated value of poststroke rehabilitation, rates
of such service use remains suboptimal. This study demonstrates
the possibility of increasing persistence with facilitation of transportation and elimination of out-of-pocket costs. This can be combined with other efforts such as increasing referrals of appropriate
candidates for rehabilitation, increasing staffing of physical therapists, using predefined therapy prescriptions, and increasing duration and intensity of therapy. Not only is incentivizing survivors of
stroke to take up ORS a new strategy worthy of further exploration,
it will also provide evidence for future policy change in financing
ORS and other valuable but underused long-term care services.
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Further secondary analysis on interactions,
reduced results and formal interpretations
An exploratory secondary analysis was conducted to find out if
there are any variables that interact meaningfully with the randomization arms (Education (E), Transport (T), Transport & Session
(T&S)) to improve the number of uptake sessions by participants.
Negative binomial models were used in this analysis to account
for over-dispersion in the outcome. We first fit a model with only
the randomization arms. Then for each variable, a two-way interaction model with the randomization arms is fitted and interaction
plots are plotted. Due to limited statistical power of the models,
the assessment of the interaction effects between randomization
arms and variables are more exploratory than confirmative.
The following are variables which we have assessed: sex, age,
ethnicity, education, occupation, marital status, caregiver, housing
type, live alone, live-in domestic worker, primary diagnosis, general health status, Modified Rankin Score (mRS), and ConnorDavidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC). Within the subset of participants (n=229) that have a caregiver, the following variables are
also investigated: caregiver relationship, caregiver age, caregiver
available hours, residing with caregivers, another caregiver, and
work status of caregiver.
Results from the randomization arms only model, and two-way
interaction models with caregiver, caregiver relationship, mRS
and CD-RISC are presented below.

Intervention only model
Both intervention arms T and T&S have significantly higher number
of uptake sessions compared to the control arm E. Compared to E,
the log mean number of uptake sessions for T and T&S increases by
0.52 (95% CI: 0.14-0.90) and 0.83 (95% CI: 0.46-1.21) respectively
(supplemental table S1, available online only at http://www.
archives-pmr.org/). Alternatively, we can interpret as control E has
an average of 3.26 (95% CI: 2.48, 4.28), while intervention T has
5.50 (95% CI: 4.22, 7.16) and T&S has 7.51 (95% CI: 5.79, 9.73)
number of uptake sessions. Supplemental fig S1, available online
only at http://www.archives-pmr.org/ gives a graphical representation of the number of uptake sessions for each intervention.

Caregiver
With the inclusion of a caregiver interaction effect (supplemental
table S2), the main effects of the caregiver and randomization arms
Table S1 Summary of intervention only model, with intervention
E as the baseline reference.
Coefficient (SE)

P Value

T
T&S
Intercept

0.524 (0.193)
0.834 (0.191)
1.181 (0.139)

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

theta
Observations
Log Likelihood
Akaike Inf. Crit.

0.710 (0.073)
266
-721.517
1,449.03

<0.01

Mean number of uptakes (95% CI)
T
5.50 (4.22, 7.16)
T&S
7.51 (5.79, 9.73)
E
3.26 (2.48, 4.28)

Figure S1

Table S2

The number of uptake sessions by randomization arms.

Summary of intervention and caregiver model.

Coefficient (SE)

P Value

caregiver
T
T&S
caregiver:T
caregiver:T&S
Intercept

-0.134 (0.373)
-0.695 (0.539)
0.317 (0.497)
1.332 (0.577)
0.591 (0.537)
1.293 (0.342)

0.72
0.20
0.52
<0.05
0.27
<0.01

theta
Observations
Log Likelihood
Akaike Inf. Crit.

0.735 (0.076)
266
-717.713
1447.427

<0.01

Mean number of uptakes (95% CI)
Caregiver
T
6.03 (4.57, 7.95)
T&S
7.90 (6.01, 10.38)
E
3.19 (2.37, 4.28)
No Caregiver
T
1.82 (0.80, 4.13)
T&S
5.00 (2.46, 10.17)
E
3.64 (1.86, 7.14)

are now insignificant but one of the interaction effects is significant
(coefficient: 1.33 (0.18-2.46), p-value = 0.02), indicating the possibility of an interaction. Under no caregiver circumstances, there are
no significant differences between the number of session uptakes in
T and T&S against E respectively (E vs T vs T&S: 3.64 (1.86-7.14)
vs 1.82 (0.80-4.13) vs 5.00 (2.46-10.17)). However, when there is a
caregiver, the number of uptake sessions in T (6.03 (4.57-7.95)) and
T&S (7.90 (6.01-10.38)) is significantly higher than E (3.19 (2.374.28)). The mean number of uptakes in supplemental table S2 are
also represented as an interaction plot in supplemental fig S2.
Caregiver Characteristics - Caregiver Relationship
Looking further into the subset of participants with a caregiver
(n=229), we summarize the types of caregiver relationship and
number of participants in each type in supplemental table S3. In
supplemental table S4, we further find that one of the interaction
effects between randomization arms and caregiver relationship is
www.archives-pmr.org
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Figure S2 Interaction plot between randomization arms and caregiver on the number of uptake sessions.
Table S3 The types of caregiver relationship and the number of
participants in each caregiver relationship type and intervention.
Caregiver Relationship

E

T

T&S

Spouse
Children
Other relatives/friends

37
25
13

43
26
8

53
15
9

Table S4
model.

Summary of intervention and caregiver relationship

Coefficient (SE)

P Value

T
T&S
Children
Other relatives/friends
T:Children
T&S:Children
T:Other relatives/friends
T&S:Other relatives/friends
Intercept

0.511 (0.277)
0.798 (0.263)
0.088 (0.324)
-0.795 (0.437)
-0.185 (0.442)
-0.093 (0.475)
1.434 (0.630)
1.117 (0.609)
1.225 (0.206)

<0.1
<0.01
0.78
<0.1
0.68
0.84
<0.05
<0.1
<0.01

Theta
Observations
Log Likelihood
Akaike Inf. Crit.

0.779 (0.086)
229
-628.779
1,275.56

<0.01

Mean number of uptakes (95% CI)
Caregiver Relationship = Spouse
T
5.67 (3.95, 8.16)
T&S
7.57 (5.48, 10.44)
E
3.41 (2.27, 5.12)
Caregiver Relationship = Children
T
5.15 (3.22, 8.24)
T&S
7.53 (4.11, 13.80)
E
3.72 (2.28, 6.08)
Caregiver Relationship = Other Relatives/Friends
T
10.75 (4.75, 24.35)
T&S
10.44 (4.83, 22.6)
E
1.54 (0.72, 3.29)
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Figure S3 Interaction plot between randomization arms and caregiver relationship on the number of uptake sessions.
Table S5

The number of participants according to mRS score.

mRS

E

T

T&S

0,1
2
3
4,5

24
25
13
27

20
23
17
28

28
17
21
23

significant (coefficient: 1.43 (0.22-2.71, p value =0.02)), indicating the intervention impact varies depending on the caregiver relationship. If the caregiver is the spouse, the number of uptake
sessions among randomization arms are E: 3.41 (2.27-5.12), T:
5.67 (3.95 - 8.16), T&S: 7.57 (5.48 -10.44). If the caregiver is the
children, the number of uptake sessions among randomization
arms are E: 3.72 (2.28-6.08), T: 5.15 (3.22 - 8.24), T&S: 7.53
(4.11 -13.80). If the caregiver is a friend or other relatives, the
number of uptake sessions among randomization arms are E: 1.54
(0.72-3.3), T: 10.75 (4.75-24.35), T&S: 10.44 (4.83 -22.59). Note
that although intervention arms T and T&S have better uptake than
control arm E in general, the impact of T and T&S is greater
amongst participants whose caregiver is a friend or other relatives.
The mean number of uptakes in supplemental table S4 are also
represented as an interaction plot in supplemental fig S3.

Modified Ranking Scale (mRS)
The mRS score is categorized into {0,1}, {2}, {3} and {4,5}. Supplemental table S5 describes the number of participants in each
mRS score category. In general, the number of sessions uptake is
higher in participants who have higher disability severity mRS
{4,5} (supplemental table S6 and supplemental fig S4). Although
the interaction effects in the model (supplemental table S6) are
not significant (implying there is no difference in the impact of the
interventions across different severity level), the impacts of T and
T&S on the number of sessions compared to E do seem more
prominent as severity level increases, as evident from the interaction plot (supplemental fig S4).

Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC)
The CD-RISC reflects an individual’s tendency to engage in positive
activities in response to an averse life event. CD-RISC is categorised
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Table S6

D.B. Matchar et al
Summary of intervention and mRS model.

Table S7

The number of participants according to CD-RISC score.

Coefficient (SE)

P Value

CD-RISC

E

T

T&S

T
0.580 (0.391)
T&S
0.719 (0.360)
mRS = 2
0.783 (0.368)
mRS = 3
0.841 (0.435)
mRS = 4,5
0.675 (0.363)
T:mRS = 2
-0.390 (0.526)
T&S:mRS = 3
-0.512 (0.524)
T:mRS = 3
-0.294 (0.593)
T&S:mRS = 3
0.159 (0.555)
T:mRS = 4,5
0.210 (0.509)
T&S:mRS = 4,5
0.497 (0.494)
Intercept
0.583 (0.274)
Theta
0.803 (0.085)
Observations
266
Log Likelihood
-708.45
Akaike Inf. Crit.
1440.9
Mean number of uptakes (95% CI)
mRS = 0,1
T
3.20 (1.85, 5.54)
T&S
3.68 (2.33, 5.82)
E
1.79 (1.04, 3.07)
mRS = 2
T
4.74 (2.89, 7.78)
T&S
4.82 (2.71, 8.58)
E
3.92 (2.42, 6.35)
mRS = 3
T
5.53 (3.13, 9.78)
T&S
10.00 (6.08, 16.46)
E
4.15 (2.13, 8.08)
mRS = 4,5
T
7.75 (5.01, 11.99)
T&S
11.87 (7.39, 19.06)
E
3.52 (2.20, 5.62)

0.14
<0.05
<0.05
<0.1
<0.1
0.46
0.33
0.62
0.77
0.68
0.31
<0.05
<0.01

0-20
21-30
31-40

20
30
28

12
41
23

25
33
24

Figure S4 Interaction plot between randomization arms and mRS
on the number of uptake sessions.

Table S8

Summary of intervention and CD-RISC model.

Coefficient (SE)

P Value

T
T&S
CD-RISC = 21-30
CD-RISC = 31-40
T: CD-RISC = 21-30
T&S: CD-RISC = 21-30
T: CD-RISC = 31-40
T&S: CD-RISC = 31-40
Intercept

0.787 (0.436)
1.144 (0.359)
0.049 (0.356)
0.118 (0.360)
-0.355 (0.524)
-0.217 (0.469)
-0.931 (0.557)
-1.645 (0.502)
1.194 (0.276)

<0.1
<0.01
0.89
0.74
0.50
0.64
<0.1
<0.01
<0.01

theta
Observations
Log Likelihood
Akaike Inf. Crit.

0.817 (0.092)
236
-627.699
1273.399

<0.01

Mean number of uptakes (95% CI)
CD-RISC = 0-20
T
T&S
E
CD-RISC = 21-30
T
T&S
E
CD-RISC = 31-40
T
T&S
E

7.25 (3.73, 14.08)
10.36 (6.59, 16.30)
3.30 (1.91, 5.69)
5.34 (3.71, 7.70)
8.76 (5.89, 13.02)
3.47 (2.23, 5.40)
3.22 (1.93, 5.35)
2.26 (1.34, 3.78)
3.71 (2.36, 5.86)

Figure S5 Interaction plot between randomization arms and CDRISC on the number of uptake sessions.
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into 3 levels 0-20, 21-30, 31-40. The number of participants for each
CD-RISC level is shown in supplemental table S7. In supplemental
table S8, we find that one of the interaction effects between randomization arms and CD-RISC levels is significant (coefficient: -1.65
(-2.63-0.65, p value =0.001)), indicating that the intervention impact
varies depending on the CD-RISC level. This is supported by the
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interaction plot (supplemental fig S5), which shows that at lower
resilience (0-20) the impacts of T and T&S in increasing the number
of session uptakes is greater than E (E: 3.30 (1.91-5.69), T: 7.25
(3.73 - 14.08), T&S: 10.36 (6.59 -16.30), however at higher resilience
(31-40), the impacts of T and T&S is not very different from E (E:
3.71 (2.35-5.86), T: 3.22 (1.93 - 5.35), T&S: 2.25 (1.34 -3.78)).

